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Introduction – eBoard  

Below are some videos links to YouTube which show the core elements and functions that the 

eBoard system provides, including Calendar view and the Tracking (billing) system, and also the 

separate On-Site Record mobile app (which has all the electronic forms your workers on the road 

need access to). 

It’s basically a complete operating system package that runs your traffic management jobs from job 

booking to charging out and tracking time and materials, a Dashboard view that manages your TMP 

designers and TTM managers, and which is an electronic web-based system that can turn your 

operations fully paperless for your workers to use from their phone or tablets, or PC. 

For more information visit our website: www.roaddirect.co.nz   

These videos demonstrate how intuitive the system is to use. And the longer videos show everything 

in more detail. 

Quick Videos - Basic overview of the eBoard System. 

- eBoard Calendar & Viewing jobs 

- Recording time & materials on the Tracking (billing) system 

- Generating a TMP from eBoard 

 
Full Videos - using the eBoard Calendar, Bookings and Viewing jobs.  

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiGeG709YfY&t=159s (video 1 of 2) 

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUtYKfypVes&t=10s (video 2 of 2) 

On-Site Record App videos (2 hourly checks, toolboxes, site hand overs and E1.8 Generic check) 

- Basic Intro   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Kf8EpBWMsw  

- All Functions using On-Site Record App https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZcGehMk9eM 

- How-to Guides (Android) 
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Regardless of what price tier users are, the system includes access to the Tracking (billing) system. 

The only difference is that some user types don’t have any access to the financial information such 

as the unit costs of various resources. 

Individual users can use the system on as many devices as they like e.g. log on from their phone, 

tablet and PC all same time, wherever or whenever they like. Simply create short cut to their home 

screen to the webpage.    

Road Direct provides the following when subscribed to eBoard  

- Knowledge and accessibility: users being able to view all job information well in advance has 

provided time saving in the mornings at the depot with staff already knowing what 

equipment to take to site, less time spent with TTM managers 

- As we continually develop the system, there will be new features relating to the eBoard’s 

Calendar, Dashboard and Tracking (billing) system that you won’t have to pay for. 

- Road Direct takes care of all IT costs, and server costs relating to the eBoard system.  

- No setup or installation costs and you can use as much data as you like with no extra fees 

- No minimum users lock in costs, it’s only billed month by month. For example, if you have a 

peak period and have double the users for one month only and you go back normal the 

following month then you’ll only get charged for users you have active in each month 

- There is no minimum duration sign up cost - you can remove your subscription with 30 days’ 

notice.    

- Free technical and training support during office hour 8am-5pm, as well as videos and 

instruction guides. After hours contact number will be supplied if critical contact support is 

required in event of issue directly relating to the system where you can’t access the system.   

- Road Direct will make contact quarterly to show new features being released and for general 

catch up support.   

- Secure, industry-standard Microsoft hosting (Azure) that natively provides backups and 

99.99% uptime SLA for database and 99.95% uptime for web app. Road Direct staff also sign 

a confidentially agreement to protect all your data. Road Direct also holds current 

Technology and Liability insurance. 

Summary: 

Refer to the below Features sheet and the video links for more in-depth details on the system and to 

see how it manages the following divisions: 

- Job Bookings & TMP Designer management including quotation & TMP alerts  

- TTM Managers and Operations allocating TTM recourses 

- Workers and users on the road (remote access from anywhere at any time)  

- Invoicing/Accounts Receivable (compiling and recorded all data into a electronic system) 

- Owners and Senior Managers  

The system has undergone significant testing and has been operating in a live environment which 

has tested its stability and is being used by a wide range of age groups and technological abilities, 

with very credible feedback.  

The system has also been designed with a significant amount of input from owners of TTM 

companies, and our developer has very good understanding of the TTM industry. This has helped 

produce such a relatable product that’s been custom built for the industry. 
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For more information please view this webpage https://www.roaddirect.co.nz/eboard-ttm-

management-system 

 

Introduction – On-Site Record App   

 

 

The On-Site record App is $49 (inc. GST) to buy and own as a one off cost, no ongoing charges.  

Use the app as much you like. It includes electronic 2 hourly check forms, site hand overs, tool boxes 

and the generic checking process form E1.8. All of these forms are mirrored from the NZTA CoPTTM 

plus it has extra features demonstrated in the video, with GPS tracking on each check, and showing 

on site pictures. This is essentially all the forms your staff need onsite.  

Available directly through your phone’s App store.  

For more information please view this webpage https://www.roaddirect.co.nz/osr-app 
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eBoard -Features & Function Guide   

Feature Background  

Quick 

overview of 

the eBoard 

system (Intro) 

At any time, you can see an overview from your phone, tablet or PC, providing knowledge 

and information to all staff live through a web-based system whenever you want, from any 

location. This could be prior to a job as your staff using this information on the day out on 

the road, and any changes are made instantly in real time.   

Download TMP documents directly to your device if you don’t have mobile reception, or 

view live from your device. Job information includes site pictures used for the creation of 

the TMP, details about physical work and what TTM is to be used.  

The aim is to share all information provided at the time of booking across all divisions, 

from the TMP designer, the staff member setting up and managing the job, through to the 

invoicing person who prepares the bill. All in one central location.  

The Calendar view is a real visual breakthrough. It will highlight jobs with onsite labour, 

allow you to see which jobs need No Parking completed, and what staff or vehicle is going 

where, with drop down options to select from your own resources loaded in to your 

organisation settings. It’s about working smarter, not harder. 

Calendar View 

– custom built 

for TTM 

Industry  

Once each new job is created, the eBoard system will automatically display it on the 

Calendar view, which is custom built to show essential TTM information about each job 

(start time, closure type, staff & vehicle quantities and allocation). You can easily identify 

which jobs need No Parking installed the day prior to the job starting.  

The TMP status shows if a TMP is uploaded ready for users on the road, and if its due to 

expire, and can be downloaded straight from the Calendar view.   

There is a section at the bottom of each day for all those other odd ball notes such as “Joe 

Harris is sick”, “VMS sign needs put back on charge” or all those outside the box notes your 

team use daily.  

All users, from office staff to workers, have access to this Calendar, with different levels of 

access. Basic users for example can view and allocate time and materials, while the system 

hides financial and other information you may not want them seeing. Refer Users Setting 

section below for more details about this. 

When using the Calendar view and making changes to each job, we have built into the 

system a cross check for competencies. This setting lets you rank and allocate 

qualifications to users to ensure high quality control, and you no longer need worry if a 

Learner driver or someone with an “Automatics only” licence is allocated to a vehicle that 

they are not permitted to drive. Refer below for more info on Competency section.  

The Calendar gives you a summary of how many staff and vehicles you require for that 

day, to help manage moving or allocating jobs to each day, and being able to look ahead at 

any time from anywhere. This helps you manage peak periods, be smarter with your 

resources and not clash with other aspects of running your day to day TTM services you 

provide to your customers.  

All the details on the Calendar view have also be developed so staff with the appropriate 

access level to can change key details directly from the Calendar view. This means 

common changes to jobs such as reducing number of staff, changing a start time or the 

allocated truck can be done without having to go back to the individual locations within 

each job.   

Job Bookings Being web-based, you can load your job details into the system from a PC, tablet or phone 

from anywhere. This includes client details, type of work activity, TMP details. There are 

special features for invoicing, job tracking and alerts when TMPs need to be processed or 

returned from RCA. See the Dashboard section below for more detail on these features.   
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Many fields like TTM closures, Contingencies and Positive TTM have built in drop down 

options, or you can add free text for a custom option. This helps to streamline and speed 

up your bookings process, and also prompts staff on the kinds of information your onsite 

staff will need access to.  

A big focus area was that anyone can load a new job with minimal TTM knowledge just by 

filling in the boxes. The TMP designer can reopen and complete the TMP (the system even 

generates it into a the TMP template ready to send to RCA for approval) then the users 

who will be setting up and managing the job have access to all of this information. 

We have added additional fields which are areas that some users skip over but you want 

contained in one place, from notes from the customer to TMP designer, through to staff 

onsite in charge of the job for example hazards, will you need to take fences to site, PPE 

requirements onsite, restrictions to times for lane closures, or general administration 

notes. 

Your Accounts Receivable team will have access to Purchase Order numbers which are 

saved in the same booking, as well as quote notes and CAR references etc.  

Every step is tracked on the Dashboard which shows you what TMPs are processed and or 

need completed or returned form the RCA (refer Dashboard for more information).  

All your existing clients can be imported/added into the system to save manually typing in 

names and contacts numbers you use on a frequent basis. The Dashboard also alerts 

management if a new client was loaded, or they selected that a Quote was required so 

each staff member based on their role can view this without errors in communication, 

speeding up your turn around times for your customers (refer Client Management for 

more information; essentially this is also a CRM System at the same time, where you can 

write notes about each customer, e.g. TC details or how long they have been using your 

services, discounts or those things that keep your customer relations tip top).    

Viewing & 

Generating 

TMPs 

As you load the job, all fields are drop downs, ensuring a fast and streamlined booking 

approach, you can also free text any specific information, or select items loaded into your 

settings including customers. Once complete the job will be allocated to the calendar view 

for all see and use, plus Dashboard view which tracks status if submitted or returned from 

the RCA.   

This information then gets pulled through into the NZTA – TMP template, ready to touch 

up with any other details you feel applicable.  

All details that where entered in to the job booking via eBoard get pulled straight into your 

TMP template, saving double entry and increasing the quality of information. 

Remembering the information entered into eBoard with each job booking also tracks 

allocated labour, vehicle and TMP expiries. 

Then the users can access this via their logins, select the job they are working on and view 

the TMP. Each user also has an option to only view their jobs allocated to them.  

They can view the TMP live or download to their phone, plus allocate the chargeable 

resources like TTM equipment and labour times. 

TMP 

management 

Manage your TMP team (whether one or one hundred). There are massive workflow gains 

from the back end of the system which lists all your jobs bookings on the Dashboard view, 

ranking each job in priority when it is due to start, to what TMPs need returned from the 

RCA as well highlighting any jobs on Calendar view page to orange/red when nearing 

expiry. This function alone provides complete control with the TMP designers or TTM 

managers who can also access and view at any time.  

Dashboard The Dashboard has essential tabs which display your job types by status, for example TMP 

status (Needs created, Ready to submit, Submitted and Returned by RCA). 

As soon a TMP is uploaded into the system, the paper clip appears on the calendar view 

and automatically gets shifted to TMP returned status. 
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The other tabs are Confirmed jobs, All Jobs (past and present) and their invoice status 

(Active, Ready to invoice, No Further Work, TMP only). 

You can also view No Dates Confirmed jobs so they are in the system and ready to be 

allocated to the Calendar when the job gets confirmed but lets you still track TMP status. 

The last tab is Quoted only jobs, which once given the go ahead its as simple as allocating 

that job to date on the Calendar and starting the TMP. At anytime your quotation team 

can view what quotes need completed, or where indicated during booking that they 

required one.  

During and throughout this process you will be able to see a paper clip icon and colour 

status if nearing expiring on the Calendar View so know when expected or renew with the 

RCA.  

Competency 

section & 

Qualifications 

The system can load in all your staff and qualifications, e.g. types of driver licence, 

therefore when you allocate staff and vehicles to jobs the system will alert and prompt the 

user if there a clash or competency issue. For example, it will alert you if you allocated a 

Class 1 driver to a Class 2 truck, or someone with an Automatic only licence to a vehicle 

that is manual. You can also make rankings to increase quality control, by making a staff 

member a TC but non-practicing, therefore they need be paired with a staff member who 

has the practical competency. The nuts and bolts is a grading system where a 1-4 points 

system is used. A STMS that you assign as competent to do setups, is 4, a competent TC is 

2, and the minimum value you need in total on that job to make it happen is 4 points. So 

two TCs signed off will make 4 points. Or STMS signed off is 4 so you can add in the lower 

points/grading staff. 1 point is for new staff with minimal experience so adding them with 

STMS would be only way can have high standard of experience on that site when pairing. 

You can also if you wish make an STMS who is new or needs re-training be graded as 2 or 1 

even though they have attended the theory courses, to ensure they paired with a higher 

graded staff member which ultimately ensures  that high standard of quality control onsite 

as well accelerating your internal training by having least experienced staff members with 

the best. You can turn this function off if you prefer not to use it.   

Generic 

CoPTTM 

Diagrams 

All CoPTTM diagrams are provided in the system ready to use, in either the eBoard 

bookings when creating the job or also for the TC/STMS onsite (e.g. for contingencies). 

Users on the road who may be using generics frequently will also have access to the 

additional diagrams if required.  

Favourite TMP 

& Diagrams 

Frequently used internal or client-provided Generic TMPs can be saved and contained 

within the eBoard system. This saves a lot of time for your TTM managers, Ops and Team 

when loading jobs into the system.   

CRM  Add in Customer Organisation and Contact person details so they appear in drop down 

lists, and also record special notes at both organisation level and individual contact level. 

This could be anything from notes about their normal work activities, qualification details 

and anything unique you want your staff to know. Notes only pop up in the main system 

with a hover-over action in case your client is with you.   

Client 

management 

Import and add all your clients into one location plus write notes about each client or 

contact (refer CRM section for more details). All this saves the office person booking in the 

job having find correct details and contact numbers.  

Vehicle 

management  

Load your fleet in, make short display nicknames for Calendar view. Reference the type of 

vehicle i.e. Tail Pilot, Level 1/2/3 sign truck or TMA so your TTM managers have reference 

to what each type of truck is. Additional features to see if it has a tow bar, arrow board, 

number of cones it can carry, crew limits and class of truck so the system can check against 

the qualifications of an allocated user, ensuring vehicle type is suitable for the driver. Less 

thinking and better quality control so you can spend time on other areas of your TTM 

business. 
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User Settings There are 5 levels of user access. Allocate Basic users who use the eBoard for viewing the 

job details and TMP only, make others admin based users (like TMP Designers and 

Operations staff) so they can edit and move jobs on the Calendar. Invoicing access is for 

those who need to track and view financial information and resources used for the job, 

and a catch-all Super Admin if you want access to the whole lot.   

User Job 

Status 

function 

All users can update this, for example when your staff leave base or return they use this 

function to say left base, returning to base. The Calendar view shows the status of each 

job. There are also functions for the end of the day when a job is complete to flag any 

equipment left onsite or if it requires a site check the following day.  

Any job that has anything noted will change to a different colour on the Calendar view, 

showing you that job needs management attention, for example to find out why 

equipment was left there or make a decision if needs rolling over to the next day if staff 

have indicated the customer wanted to return to next day. 

There is also a handy function in the Status that the workers can use if the job was 

cancelled before or after workers had left base so TTM managers can understand what to 

inform the Accounts Receivable staff, or shift the job to the next day and this is also 

highlighted on the calendar view.  

Tracking 

(billing) 

System & 

Invoicing  

The system has a separate component that lets each user (if allocated that role) load their 

start and finish times, which all get tallied up ready for invoicing. The same thing happens 

for truck charge outs, and signs, cones and stands charged for each day. The Accounts 

Receivable team then have the ability to view all this information in one central location 

and they can select to charge labour at a specific rate only or equipment hire or as a mix of 

both. The system also tracks admin charges for on billing. No more manually counting up 

times or finding job cards, meaning you can invoice out and access the information at any 

time. Other users who do work on that job can also log in and allocate time, for example 

the TMP team add an extra TMP or someone dropped off some fences and took away 

some cones. The system tracks all movement and changes, including missing equipment 

and all the usual types of data you get your staff onsite and in the office to record. 

At the end of each day your staff can change the status of the job, such as assign 

“Complete ready be invoiced”, or “Ongoing further work to be completed”. Dry hires and 

one off TMPs can also be invoiced in this system. 

Quotes  You can pre-load a job in, assign the job as quote only so sits there ready be allocated to 

the Calendar, without needing to remembering all details of the job. Anyone else in your 

team can pick up and process TMP and provide access to staff who need it setting the job 

up.  

Template job 

library  

Pre-set job templates for reoccurring jobs so the base information is the same every time, 

ready for generating to a Calendar date.   

Special Dates Whether it’s a holiday, shut down, RCA block out dates or any special dates you need to 

identify, you will be able to add these on the Calendar to help you avoid certain work in 

different areas.  

Google Maps Full over view on a map showing all sites and the status for TTM managers and users 

To be released 2019 

Staff 

Scheduling  

This feature will let you see at glance what staff are not allocate to jobs, their expected 

planned working hours and the current work hours that been recorded through the billing 

system. Also their qualifications and competencies. 

Xero 

Integration  

Tracking system (billing) integration with Xero.   

 

 


